Block It Table Runner 20”x 50”
Fabric Needed:
am
agr
i
 1/3 yard white
d
king
 1/4 yard green
bac
 1/4 yard peach
 1/4 yard light gray
 1/2 yard dark gray - sashing and border
 1/3 yard binding
 2/3 yard for backing (will need to piece a
12”x 24” section from other fabrics to make
54” long backing piece as shown above)
Other Supplies:
505 Spray, 5” square and 6” square freezer paper, Liquid Stitch, thread to coordinate with fabrics, 24” x 54” piece of batting
Cutting:
 White: Cut two 10 1/2” squares, two 4 1/2”x 8 1/2” rectangles, four 4 1/2” squares*, one 5” square, one 6” square
 White: Iron freezer paper on right side of two small white squares, using a circle cutter or circle templates, cut one 4” circle, one 5” circle. Leave freezer paper attached.
 Green: Cut one 2”x 10 1/2” rectangle, one 6 1/2”x 10 1/2” rectangle and eight 2 3/4”x 5” rectangles*
 Peach: Cut five 5” squares and two 3 1/2”x 5” rectangles
 Light Gray: Cut one 8 1/2” square, two 4”x 7 1/2” rectangles, two 4 1/2” squares*, four 2 1/2”x 5” rectangles*, two 5 1/4”x
7” rectangles*
*Set aside for paper piecing
 Dark Gray: Cut nine 1 1/2” x width of fabric strips, sub cut into strips of the following lengths - six 18 1/2”, three 10 1/2”,
five 5”, three 7 1/2”, two 8 1/2”. Piece three strips on the diagonal to make one long strip and sub cut into two 50 1/2” and
one 17 1/2” length strips.
Make Binding: Cut four 2 3/8” x width of fabric strips, piece together with diagonal seams to make one long strip. Fold in half
wrong sides together lengthwise and press. Set aside to bind table runner.
Make Backing: Cut 12” long by varying width rectangles from leftover fabrics. Stitch together to make a piece 12” wide x 24”
long. Cut backing parallel to selvage about 8” from the fold, insert pieced rectangle to make a backing piece that is at least 24”
wide by 54” long.
Paper Piecing:
Using patterns from page two, piece two diamond blocks and two triangle blocks using the * fabrics and referring to the diagram above for fabric placement. Look up paper piecing demonstrations on YouTube or ask at your local quilt shop for tips if
needed.
Assembling the Quilt:
 Lay out the cut pieces in sections as shown below.
 Stitch sections together.
 Add 18 1/2” long vertical sashing strips between sections and on each end.
 Press all seams toward sashing.
 Add 50 1/2” strips to top and bottom of table runner.
 Spray 505 adhesive spray to back of circles, outline edge of circles with liquid stitch, press in place on quilt top - refer to
diagram if needed. Peel off freezer paper after cooled.
 Layer backing, batting and quilt top. Quilt. Bind.
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Block measurement 7 1/2” x 4” (dotted line to dotted line)

Block measurement 6 3/4” x 5” (dotted line to dotted line

Be sure to measure blocks after printing out, but BEFORE piecing!
If they do not measure correctly, check your print screen - it should be set at
100% print out. If you cannot get that to work, simply add a small border
around the blocks after piecing and trim to size.

